We extend the results of [LMT] to the non-symmetric and quasiconvex cases. Namely, we consider finite-dimensional space endowed with gauge of either closed convex body (not necessarily symmetric) or closed symmetric quasi-convex body. We show that if a generic subspace of some fixed proportional dimension of one such space is isomorphic to a generic quotient of some proportional dimension of another space then for any proportion arbitrarily close to 1, the first space has a lot of Euclidean subspaces and the second space has a lot of Euclidean quotients.
Introduction
The present paper is a continuation of the study that began in [LMT] , and which dealt with phenomena suggested by Bourgain and Milman in [BM1] . Recall that they proved that given any two normed spaces X and Y , for a large set of (proportional dimensional) subspaces of X and a large set of quotients of Y , the distance between any two representatives is much less than can be expected in the general case by Gluskin's theorem ( [Gl] ). In particular, it showed that "random" subspaces and "random" quotients are not of the same nature, and should have some very different properties.
In [LMT] we answered a vaguely posed question from [BM1] . In the present paper we extend the results of [LMT] to the non-symmetric and quasi-convex cases. More precisely, we show that if, for some random structure (described below), a generic subspace of some fixed proportional dimension is isomorphic (essentially the same) to a generic quotient of some proportional dimension of another space (with a similarly selected random structure) then for any proportion arbitrarily close to 1, the first space has a lot of Euclidean subspaces and the second space has a lot of Euclidean quotients. So a complete similarity between a generic subspace and a generic quotient implies that most subspaces (respectively, quotients) are Euclidean.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sections 1 and 2 we recall some basic notations and some "symmetric" auxiliary results from [LMT] . Next we discuss the non-symmetric case in Sections 3 and 4. For completeness and future references we provide all proofs. Our main theorem in the nonsymmetric case is Theorem 4.1. Then in Section 5 we discuss some possible technical improvements of results from [LMT] and dependence of constants on parameters. Finally, in Section 6, we show that our results hold in the symmetric quasi-convex case as well.
The asymptotic theory of non-symmetric convex bodies was developed in [MPa1, MPa2] , [LT] , [Ru] . We refer to these papers and references therein for all background not explained here. For quasi-convex bodies many results of the asymptotic theory extend as well ( [BBP] , [D] , [GK] , [KPR] , [M6] ); we shall give more specific references futher in the text.
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Definitions and notations
We consider R n with the standard Euclidean structure and the Euclidean unit ball denoted by B 2 . The canonical Euclidean norm on R n is denoted by | · |, and the corresponding inner product by ·, · . We shall also consider other Euclidean structures on R n , with the unit balls given by ellipsoids. In this paper by a body we always mean a compact star-shaped set with 0 in its interior. This means that from the very beginning we choose and fix the center of the body in the origin and all definitions below will not allow shifts. We shall call a convex body symmetric if it is centrally symmetric. For a convex body K in R n the polar body K 0 is defined by K 0 := {x ∈ R n | x, y ≤ 1 for every y ∈ K} .
Recall that for every subspace E of R n the polar (in E) of K ∩ E is P E K 0 , where P E is the orthogonal projection onto E.
The n-dimensional volume of a body K in R n is denoted by |K|. For a body K ⊂ R n we shall occasionally use the notation · K for the Minkowski functional of K. The space (R n , · K ) will be also denoted by (R n , K). If L ⊂ R m is another body and T : R n → R m is a linear operator, by
≤ C then we say that K and L are C-equivalent. In this paper we define Banach-Mazur distance between K and L by
where the infimum is taken over all invertible linear operators T from R n to R n . Note again that, compared with the usual definition, we do not minimize over shifts in the infimum above. The Banach-Mazur distance between spaces is the Banach-Mazur distance between their unit balls. If the Banach-Mazur distance between a space and the Euclidean space is bounded by C we say that the space is C-Euclidean.
For a real number a > 0, by a we denote the smallest integer larger than or equal to a.
In this paper we consider ellipsoids centered at 0 only. Given an ellipsoid E on R n , by G E n,k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n we shall denote the Grassman manifold of k-dimensional linear subspaces of R n equiped with the normalized Haar measure µ E n,k determined by the Euclidean structure given by E. If E = B 2 we shall write G n,k and µ n,k instead of G E n,k , and µ E n,k . We say that some property holds for a random orthogonal (in E) projection of rank k whenever the measure of the set of all subspaces E ∈ G E n,k for which P E has the property, is larger than 1 − exp (ck) for some absolute constant c > 0.
For a body K ⊂ R n (recall that K contains origin as an interiour point), by E K ⊃ K and E K ⊂ K we denote ellipsoids of minimal and maximal volume for K respectively. Note that we consider minimal and maximal volume ellipsoids centered at origin, i.e. we don't allow shifts. We would like also to note that for convex bodies such ellipsoids are uniquely defined. It implies that the minimal volume ellipsoid is unique for any compact starshaped body K ⊂ R n (since it coinsides with the ellipsoid of minimal volume for the convex hull of the body). In general, in the non-convex case, maximal volume ellipsoid is not necessarily unique, so dealing with non-convex bodies we choose and fix one of them The volume ratio of K and the outer volume ratio of K, with respect to the origin, are defined by
For a body K ⊂ R n , an ellipsoid E on R n , and any 0 < λ < 1 we shall consider certain subsets F λn (K) ⊂ G E n, λn of λn -dimensional subspaces of R n . Each element of F λn (K) gives rise to two different normed spaces. Firstly, it can be treated as a subspace of the normed space (R n , K), in which case we may use a generic notation sK, that is, sK := (E, K ∩ E). The set of all these subspaces will be denoted by F s, λn (K). Secondly, every E ∈ F λn (K) gives rise to a quotient space of (R n , K), via the orthogonal (in E) projection P E onto E, and in this case we may use a generic notation of qK; that is, qK := (E, P E K). The set of all these quotient spaces will be denoted by F q, λn (K). (It should be noted that given a family F k , the definition of F s,k does not depend on the ellipsoid E, while the definition of F q,k depends on this ellipsoid in an essential way.)
2 The minimal volume ellipsoid of a symmetric convex body
In this section we briefly recall properties of the minimal (resp., maximal) volume ellipsoid associated to a symmetric convex body, which we proved in [LMT] . These properties will play an essential role in our constructions. They deal with relations to any other ellipsoid containing (resp., contained in) the same body. These new properties depend on an abstract condition of Dvoretzky-Rogers-type. All results can be dualized in a standard way to the corresponding statements for the maximal volume ellipsoids and their sections. Let B be a symmetric convex body in R m and let E ⊂ R m be an ellipsoid. Let φ : (0, 1] → (0, 1] be a function. We say that E has property ( * ) with respect to B with function φ, whenever ( * ) for any 1 ≤ k ≤ m and any projection Q of rank k on R m orthogonal with respect to E we have Q : B → E ≥ φ(k/m).
It is well known that the minimal volume ellipsoid satisfies ( * ) with the function φ(t) = √ t. This is connected to, but simpler than, the DvoretzkyRogers Lemma. (Lemma 2.2 below shows that proportional-dimensional projections of the minimal volume ellipsoids satisfy ( * ) as well.) Assume that E has property ( * ) with respect to B with function φ. Then
A typical situation when this theorem may be used is when a symmetric convex bodyB ⊂ R m is given, E ⊃B is any ellipsoid satisfying property ( * ) with respect toB (see e.g., Lemma 2.2 below), and D ⊃B is arbitrary.
As already mentioned, the minimal volume ellipsoid satisfies ( * ) with φ(t) = √ t. A more general class of examples is provided by proportionaldimensional projections of the minimal volume ellipsoids.
Lemma 2.2 Let K ⊂ R n be a symmetric convex body and let E K be the ellipsoid of minimal volume for K. Let P be an arbitrary projection in R n with rank P = m = αn, for some 0 < α ≤ 1. Then P E K has property ( * ) with respect to P K with function φ(t) = √ αt.
For future reference we formulate an important case.
Corollary 2.3 Let m ≤ n = βm for some β ≥ 1. Let K ⊂ R n be a symmetric convex body and let E K be the ellipsoid of minimal volume for K. Let P be an arbitrary projection in R n with rank P = m. Set E = P (R n ) and
where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
Convex bodies in M -position
Let us first recall the definition and a few basic facts about M -ellipsoids and M -positions of convex (not necessarily symmetric) bodies.
Let K and L be two sets on R n . By N (K, L) we denote the covering number, i.e. the minimal number of translations of L needed to cover K.
Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body and let C > 0. We say that B 2 is an M -ellipsoid for K with constant C if we have
In this case we shall often say that K is in M -position with constant C. It is a deep theorem first proved in [M3] that there is an absolute constant C 0 > 0 such that for every symmetric convex body K in R n there exists a linear transformation taking K into M -position with constant C 0 . In the non-symmetric case the existence of C 0 > 0 such that for any convex body K there exists an affine transformation taking K into M -position was proved in [MPa1, MPa2] and independently in [Ru] . Moreover, the positions constructed in these papers determine a choice of the center at the barycenter or at a point close to the barycenter (say 0 ∈ (K + z)/2, where z is the barycenter) and, assuming as we do in this paper that the center is the origin, (3.1) holds for K − K and K ∩ (−K) as well. (This is a consequence of the fact that bodies K ∩ (−K), K and K − K have the same volume (up to c n ), whenever the origin is the barycenter of K, or a point close to the barycenter.) So we may and shall assume, without loss of generality, that in M -position the center is an interior point of K and is fixed at the origin, and K, K − K and K ∩ (−K) satisfy (3.1).
Throughout the paper we shall use the notation C 0 for such a constant in (3.1). However we shall often omit to mention it explicitely and we may just write, for example, that K is in M -position. Still, the reader should always remember that from now on all our absolute constants later actually depend on this C 0 .
It follows from the definition that if K is in M -position then so is K 0 and that
Without loss of generality we assume from now on that whenever K is in
In fact the estimates (3.1) are consequences of the conditions |K| = |B 2 | and one estimate N (K, B 2 ) ≤ exp(C 0 n) with C 0 > 0 (see Lemma 4.2 of [MS2] for the symmetric case and Lemma 10 and Remark 1 that follows in [MPa2] for the general case).
As in [LMT] we shall use that for any two sets in R n and every projection P and every subspace E one has
We now extend a basic functorial construction from [LMT] to the nonsymmetric case. For each symmetric convex body K in R n in M -position and every 0 < λ < 1 we shall define a certain subset
where c λ > 0 is a function of λ only. In the future we shall refer to a subset satisfying measure estimates of this type as a random family. Given K ⊂ R n as above, recall that the ellipsoids of minimal and maximal volume for K (with respect to the origin) are denoted by E K ⊃ K and E K ⊂ K, respectively. We shall denote the semi-axes of E K by ρ 1 ≥ ρ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ ρ n and a corresponding orthonormal basis by
. Similar notation is adopted for E K with the semi-axes ρ 1 ≥ ρ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ ρ n and a corresponding orthonormal basis
where C λ > 0 is an appropriate function on λ, and b λ = c 0 √ λ with an appropriate absolute constant c 0 > 0. Below we keep the notation C λ , b λ and c 0 for these constants.
Proposition 3.1 Let K be a convex body in M -position. Then there exist a choice of C λ , c λ and c 0 such that the corresponding family F λn (K) satisfies (3.3).
For the proof of this proposition in the symmetric case see [LMT] . It was shown in [MPa2] that the set of subspaces satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) has measure larger than 1 − 2e −n . Since condition (iii) is the general fact about orthogonal projections and doesn't depend on the body (see [LMT] ) we obtain Proposition 3.1 for the non-symmetric case as well. We would like to note here that estimates in [MPa1, MPa2] and [LMT] gives that C λ can be chosen such that C λ ≤ c 1/(1−λ) , where c is an absolute positive constant. We discuss in section 5 below how one can improve the dependence of C λ on λ in the symmetric case.
Main results in the non-symmetric case
In this section we extend the main result of [LMT] to the non-symmetric case. The proofs of the results basically follow the same lines with minor modifications and we include all proofs for completeness and future references.
Theorem 4.1 Let K and L be two convex bodies in R n in M -position, and assume that for some 0 < λ < 1 and some d > 1 there is a quotient space qK ∈ F q, λn (K) and a subspace sL ∈ F s, λn (L) such that the Banach-Mazur distance satisfies
where C = C(λ, d) is a function of λ and d only.
The proof of the theorem is based on the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2 Let K ⊂ R n be a convex body in M -position. Let 0 < λ < 1. Let E ∈ F λn (K) and let P E be the orthogonal projection on E. Then
where C λ depends on λ (and on constant C 0 which defines the M -position we use).
In other words, the proposition says that if K is in M -position then for any quotient space qK ∈ F q, λn (K) we have outvr (K) ≤ C λ (outvr (qK)) 2 . Recall here that our outer volume ratio is in fact outer volume ratio with respect to the origin. Remark As it can be seen from the proof below, the power 2 in the estimate (4.1) can be improved to any α > 1.
Proof of Proposition 4.2 Recall that E K ⊃ K is the ellipsoid of minimal volume for K, and we denoted its semi-axes by ρ 1 ≥ ρ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ ρ n , and the corresponding orthonormal basis by {e i } n i=1 . To simplify the notation, set P := P E . Consider the ellipsoid P E K in E, and denote its semi-axes by ρ 1 ≥ ρ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ ρ m (where m := λn ). (There will be no confusion with the semi-axes of the ellipsoid of maximal volume since we do not consider this ellipsoid in this proof.)
The natural Euclidean structure in E is of course given by P B 2 = B 2 ∩E, and by the definition of F m (K) we have P B 2 ⊂ C λ P K. On the other hand, clearly, P K ⊂ P E K , and hence ρ m ≥ C −1 λ . We first observe that since E ∈ F m (K) then for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m/2 we have
where infimum is taken over all (m − j + 1)-dimensional subspaces L. Thus, since |P x| ≤ |x| for x ∈ R n , we have ρ j ≤ ρ j for every j ≤ m. On the other hand, since m/2 = λn/2 , by the definition of F m (K), we have |P x| ≥ b λ |x| for every x ∈ E 0 := span {e i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m/2 }, which means that the operator
is invertible with the norm of the inverse bounded by 1/b λ . That implies
Now by (4.2) we get
Let D ⊃ P K be the ellipsoid of minimal volume for P K, so that
Now let us note that D ⊃ conv {P K, −P K} and E K is also the ellipsoid of minimal volume for conv {P K, −P K}. Applying Corollary 2.3 for the symmetric convex body conv {P K, −P K} and the ellipsoids E = P E K ⊂ E and D ⊂ E we get, by (2.2),
By the definition of M -ellipsoid we have |P K| ≤ exp (C 0 n)|P B 2 |. Thus we get
Combining this with (4.3) and the form of b λ we obtain (4.1) with
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 By the definition of M -position (3.1) and by (3.2), we have |P K| ≤ exp (C 0 n) |P B 2 | for every projection P . Thus, by the definitions of F λn (K) we have that every quotient qK ∈ F q,λn (K) admits an estimate for the volume ratio,
By the duality every subspace sL ∈ F s, λn (L) admits an estimate for the outer volume ratio, outvr (sL) ≤ a λ := c C λ exp (C 0 /λ), where c is an absolute constant. Now, let qK and sL satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem, then
By Proposition 4.2 we obtain
The estimate for vr (L) follows by duality. 2
Remark Instead of using duality argument we could use entropy estimates, since, as we discussed above, they holds for bodies
Remark The dependence on d in C(λ, d) can be improved by using the remark after Proposition 4.2 and a modification of the family F λn (K). We then obtain that for every α > 1, C(λ, d) ≤ C λ,α d α , where C λ,α depends on λ and α only.
Setting K = B 2 in Theorem 4.1 we get an interesting corollary. 
) is a function of λ and d only.
This corollary was proved in [MS2] in the case when L = −L and the Euclidean distance was replaced by the geometric distance to the ball B 2 . In this case it is shown by combining Theorems 3.1 and 2.2 in [MS2] , that for any 0 < ξ < 1, a random section of L is C-equivalent to B 2 . Theorem 4.1 has the following standard consequence about the existence of a large family of Euclidean quotients and subspaces.
Corollary 4.4 Let K and L be two convex bodies in R n in M -position, and assume that for some 0 < λ < 1 and some d > 1 there is a quotient space qK ∈ F q, λn (K) and a subspace sL ∈ F s, λn (L) such that the Banach-Mazur distance satisfies d(qK, sL) ≤ d.
Then for every
) is a function of λ, ξ and d only.
Proof The proof relies on the volume ratio argument. Recall that since E K is the ellipsoid of minimal volume for K then a random orthogonal (in E K ) projection satisfies
and since E L is the ellipsoid of maximal volume for
(see e.g. Chapter 6 of [Pi] and note that the proof doesn't require the symmetry). The conclusion of the corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and (4.5), (4.6) withC = (4πC) 1/(1−ξ) , where C is a function from Theorem 4.1. 2
As we have just seen, the closeness of spaces qK and sL in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.4 implies the existence of many Euclidean quotients and subspaces, of an arbitrary proportional dimension, for K and L, respectively. However one may ask whether spaces qK and sL themselves are isomorphic to Euclidean as well? Surprisingly, the answer in general is no even in the symmetric case. An example in [LMT] shows that for some symmetric convex bodies K and L one may select M -ellipsoids in such a way that random quotients of K and subspaces of L are far from Euclidean, while being close together. At the same time we believe that it might be true that for a judiciously selected M -ellipsoid, the hypothesis of our theorem indeed implies that qK and sL are Euclidean, with a high probability. Similar as in [LMT] , we now pass to a discussion of the global form of the results of the first part of this section. Although we always have an analogy between local and global results, there is no an abstract argument proving this. In the present context the global result is much easier.
Instead of working with random families of subspaces of R n we will work with random families of orthogonal operators. Let O(n) denote the group of orthogonal operators on R n and let ν denote the normalized Haar measure on O(n). Given a convex body K ⊂ R n in M -position define H(K) as the set of all operators U ∈ O(n) satisfying
for some absolute constant c > 0. These two conditions are the global form of the conditions (i) and (ii) in the definition of the random family F [λn] (K). It can be shown that there exists a choice of c > 0 such that
where c 1 > 0 is an absolute constant (see [M5] for the symmetric case and [MPa2] (and also Theorem 2 of [LMP] ) for the non-symmetric case). Theorem 4.5 Let K and L be two convex bodies in R n in M -position. Assume that there are operators U ∈ H(K), V ∈ H(L), and some
where C 1 is an absolute constant and c is from the definition of the families H(K) and H (L) .
Proof By the definition of the set H(K) we have cB 2 ⊂ K 0 . On the other hand, by the definition of M -ellipsoid and covering numbers we obtain that K + U K can be covered by exp (2C 0 n) translations of 2B 2 . That implies
To find the upper bound for the outer volume ratio of L 0 we are going to use duality. Indeed,
Thus repeating the proof above and using Bourgain-Milman' 
which implies boundedness of outvr (K). The result for vr L follows by the similar argument. 2
Remark It is clear from the proof that the theorem can be generalized to the case of many orthogonal operators. Namely, let K, L, U , and V be as in the theorem. Assume further that U 1 , ..., U k and V 1 , ..., V m are arbitrary orthogonal operators on R n . Let
where C is a function of k, m, c and C 0 only.
Technical remarks and improvements
In this section we discuss possible improvements of our results and of dependence of functions and constant on parameters.
First we would like to note that in the symmetric case, choosing a stronger definition of an M -ellipsoid, the dependence of C λ on λ in the definition of our random family F λn (K) can be improved to a polynomial dependence on 1/(1 − λ). Indeed, for every ε > 0 there exists an ellipsoid D such that
for α(ε) = (ε + 1/2) −1 and some C ε depending on ε only (see e.g. Corollary 7.16 of [Pi] ). If we take such estimates as a definition of M -ellipsoid then repeating the proof of Theorem 3 in [LMP] (cf. the proof of Proposition 7 of [MPi] ), one can obtain C λ ≤ f (ε)(1−λ) −(1+ε) . Moreover, if we use the definition of M -ellipsoid given by Theorem 7.13 of [Pi] then, applying Theorem 3.2 of [LT] , we immediately observe that C λ ≤ Cε −3/2 (1 − λ) −(ε+1/2) . Now we pass to the discussion related to Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 and their consequences.
We start with Proposition 4.2. It says in qualitative terms that for a body K in M -position, if outvr (P E K) is small for a random projection P E , then outvr (K) is small. As was noted after the statement of this proposition the power 2 in estimate (4.1) can be improved to any α > 1. This follows from the proof. Namely, fix α > 1; then for any 0 < λ < 1 we can define a family F (α) λn (K) satisfying measure estimate depending additionally on α such that for any qK ∈ F (α) q, λn (K) we have outvr (K) ≤ C λ,α (outvr (qK)) α , where C λ,α depends on λ and α only.
Using the same idea as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 we can show that in the situation from the proposition one can get the inclusion QK ⊂ C QB 2 , for a certain projection Q of an arbitrarily large proportional dimension. In fact we get more.
Proposition 5.1 Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.2 for every 0 < ξ < 1 there exists a projection Q with rank Q ≥ ξn, orthogonal in the standard Euclidean structure and in E K , such that QE K ⊂ C QB 2 where
, and c > 0 is an absolute constant. In particular, QK ⊂ C QB 2 .
Proof We use the same setting and notations as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Let us note that the proof of the Proposition also gives
and ρ m/2 ≥ 1/C λ . Since for every 1 ≤ k ≤ m/2 we have
where β = m/2 / (1 − ξ)n if (1 − ξ)n < m/2 and β = 1 otherwise. Since λn/2 = m/2 we obtain the result. 2
We turn now to Theorem 4.1. First let us comment on dependence of C on d in this theorem. The proof we presented gives C of the form
2 , where C λ depends on λ only. Using Remark after Proposition 4.2 and discussion before Proposition 5.1 we can obtain that for every α > 1, this dependence can be improved to C λ,α d α , where C λ,α depends on λ and α only. Let us also note that, as can be seen from the proof, the theorem holds even for bodies of different dimensions. Namely, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5.2 Let K ⊂ R n and L ⊂ R m be two symmetric convex bodies in M -position. Let 1 ≤ k < min(n, m) and assume that for some quotient space qK ∈ F q,k (K) and some subspace sL
Since Corollary 4.4 follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 we can also extend Corollary 4.4 to the case of different dimensions of K and L. Namely, we have the following corollary of Theorem 5.2.
n and L ⊂ R m be two symmetric convex bodies in M -position. Let 1 ≤ k < min(n, m) and assume that for some quotient space qK ∈ F q,k (K) and some subspace sL ∈ F s,k (L) one has d(qK, sL) ≤ d. Then for every 0 < ξ < 1 a random orthogonal (in E K ) projection of K isC-Euclidean and a random (in E L ) section of L isC-Euclidean, wherē C =C(λ, ξ, d) is a function of λ, ξ and d only.
Remarks 1. In the situation of Corollaries 4.4 and 5.3, it follows from the proof that in fact a random projection QK of K is C-equivalent to
2. In the situation of Theorems 4.1 and 5.2 we also have that for every 0 < ξ < 1, there exists a projection Q with rank P ≥ ξn, orthogonal in the standard Euclidean structure and in E K , such that QE K ⊂ C QB 2 ; and similarly, there exists a subspace F ⊂ R n with dim
) is a function of λ, ξ and d. This follows from Proposition 5.1 above.
The symmetric quasi-convex case
Here we discuss briefly the symmetric quasi-convex cases.
Let
Note that if C = 1 or p = 1 then the definitions above give a convex body. Clearly every p-convex symmetric body is C-quasi-convex with 2C = 2 1/p . By AokiRolewicz theorem (see [KPR] , [Ko] , [Ro] ) every C-quasi-convex body is 2C-equivalent to some p-convex body, where p satisfies 2C = 2 1/p . Hence it is enough to restrict ourselves to a p-convex case. Note that the gauge of a p-convex body satisfies x + y p ≤ x p + y p . It should be also noted that since K 0 = (conv K) 0 , duality arguments usually lead to very weak results for p-convex bodies. Thus to extend proofs which originally used duality, we need to find direct arguments.
We say that p-convex body K is in M -position if there exists q > 0 and C p , depending on p and q only, such that
for every t ≥ 1. The existence of M -position for every symmetric p-convex body and every q < (2p)/(2 − p) was proved in [BBP] (see also [L] for the dependence of C p on p and q). We can assume, as we did before, that a body K in M -position satisfies |K| = |B 2 |. We will now show that all theorems of Section 3 can be extended to the p-convex setting. Of course all constants appearing in the statements will depend on p.
It was shown in [LMP] that if p-convex body satisfies entropy estimates (6.1) then the set of λn -dimensional subspaces E of R n satisfying
for some absolute constant c > 0, has measure exponentially close to 1. This corresponds to the conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of random family.
(Actually only the existence of such a subspace was stated explicitely, but the measure estimates follow from the proof.) This allows us to define, for every symmetric p-convex body K, a random family F λn (K) in the same way as we did before. Note in passing that a maximal volume ellipsoid might not be unique in the p-convex case, so before defining the random family we fix one of the maximal volume ellipsoids for the rest of the argument. Since the arguments in Section 3 several times use duality, we need to introduce a new property ( * * ), which plays a role of a dual property to ( * ). We say that an ellipsoid E ∈ R m has property ( * * ) with respect to a p-convex body K ∈ R m with constant a ≥ 1 if ( * * ) for any 1 ≤ k ≤ m and any k-dimensional subspace E ⊂ R m we have
where i |E is the identity map on E.
Note that for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of function φ(t) = t 1/p−1/2 . Theorem 2.1 is stated for ellipsoids, so we can dualize it. We then get Theorem 6.1 Let E ⊂ R m and D ⊂ R m be two ellipsoids, let B := conv (E, D) and assume that E has property ( * * ) with constant a ≥ 1 with respect to B.
The following lemma is the dual version of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 6.2 Let p ∈ (0, 1), K be a symmetric p-convex body and E be an ellipsoid of maximal volume for K. Let F be an αn-dimensional subspace of R n . Then E ∩ F has property ( * * ) with respect to K ∩ F with constant a = (e/α)
We postpone the proof of this lemma until the end of this section. Now we will show that Proposition 4.2 as well as its dual form are valid in the p-convex case. Namely, the following statement holds. Proposition 6.3 Let p ∈ (0, 1), K ⊂ R n be a symmetric p-convex body in M -position. Let 0 < λ < 1. Let E ∈ F λn (K) and let P E be the orthogonal projection on E. Then
where C depends on λ and p only.
Remark Of course the power 2 can be improved the same way as in the convex case. Proof The case outvr (K) repeats the proof of Proposition 4.2, using the observation that the ellipsoid of minimal volume for a p-convex symmetric body K is the ellipsoid of minimal volume for conv K as well.
To prove the estimate for vr (K) we observe that the same ideas (with obvious modifications) as were used in the "convex" proof before (4.4) imply for E ⊂ F λn
where E K is the ellipsoid of maximal volume for K which was fixed before the definition of the random family. Now let D ⊂ K ∩ E be an ellipsoid of maximal volume for K ∩ E and let E = E K ∩ E. Then, by Lemma 6.2, the ellipsoid E has property ( * * ) with respect to K ∩ E with constant a = (e/λ)
Hence, E has property ( * * ) with respect to conv (D, E) with constant a = (2e/λ) 1/p−1/2 . Therefore, by Theorem 6.1 we obtain |D| 1/m ≤ c p a|E| 1/m , which implies
The proposition now follows by covering estimates and (3.2) (note that K = −K and
Now we can prove our main result, Theorem 4.1, for symmetric p-convex bodies.
Theorem 6.4 Let p ∈ (0, 1), K and L be two symmetric p-convex bodies in R n in M -position, and assume that for some 0 < λ < 1 and some d > 1 there is a quotient space qK ∈ F q, λn (K) and a subspace sL ∈ F s, λn (L) such that the Banach-Mazur distance satisfies As in the convex case the proof is based on the previous proposition.
Proof By the definition of M -position (6.1) and by (3.2), we have |P K| ≤ exp (C 0 n) |P B 2 | and |B 2 ∩ E| ≤ exp (C 0 n) |2 1/p L ∩ E| for every projection P and every subspace E (we used again that L − L ⊂ 2 1/p L). Thus, by the definitions of F λn (K) we have that every quotient qK ∈ F q,λn (K) admits an estimate for the volume ratio, vr (qK) ≤ |P E K|/|C −1
Similarly, every subspace sL ∈ F s, λn (L) admits an estimate for the outer volume ratio, outvr (sL) ≤ a λ := 2 1/p C λ exp (C 0 /λ). Now, let qK and sL satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem, then 
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Corollary 4.4 in the p-convex case follows from Theorem 6.4. Indeed, it is not difficult to check that volume ratio argument works for p-convex bodies as well (with constants depending on p). If p-convex symmetric body K has bounded outer volume ratio then so is conv K. Thus, by corresponding "convex" result P conv K = conv P K is C-Euclidean. Applying results from [GK] (Lemma 3 and Remark that follows) we obtain that P K itself is C(p)-Euclidean (cf. proof of Theorem 13 in [KT] )).
To prove the global results let us note first that the existence of othogonal operator U satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of section 4 was proved in [M6] (see also Lemmas 6.3 and 6.8 of [LMS] and Theorem 2 of [LMP] ). Moreover, it follows from this proof that measure of such operators is exponentially close to 1. This means that we can define the family of operators H(K) the same way as before. The only place in the proof of Theorem 4.5, where convexity was used is the estimate for outvr L 0 . The necessary estimate in p-convex case follows from Lemma 6.4 of [LMS] .
Finally, to prove Lemma 6.2, we prove the following lemma which obviously implies it.
Lemma 6.5 Let K be a symmetric p-convex body and E be an ellipsoid of maximal volume for K. Let E be a k-dimensional subspace of R n . Then
Thus D ⊂ K. Now we compare the volumes of D and B 2 (recall that B 2 is an ellipsoid of maximal volume for K).
|D|/|B 2 | = b k a k−n = (A r k/n) k/r (1 − k/n) (n−k)/r ≥ (A r k/n) k/r e −k/r > 1 if A r > en/k. This contradicts the maximality of the volume of B 2 and hence completes the proof.
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Remark In the convex case p = 1 a similar argument gives the best possible result i |E : E ∩ E → K ≥ k/n. 
